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WVhile the object of founding this Department is chiefly to

provide some assistance in the training of good lawyers-

an object the importance of which will be referred to pres-

ently; yet such is not its only object. WVhen the law student

leaves the University, he leaves it to pursue for a lifetime the
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redresses their wrongs.1

He went on to point out ". . . the propriety of introducing the study

of the Law as a part of the University course, and the necessity of an

elementary knowledge of it to every one intending or expecting to take

any active place in society."

Campbell referred to the need for legal knowledge on the part of

specific groups of individuals: the electorate; elected officials, particu-

larly state legislators; business men; farmers; purchasers of real

property; anyone with property to devise; physicians. He then observed:

There is much in every law course which is entirely intelli-

gible to every class of students, and there are many subjects

. . .which commend themselves to every intelligent mind as

important to be understood by all . . . . If long usage had

I For the text of Campbell's address, see Part II, II: r.
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not blinded us to the appearance of things, it would seem
very strange that so many otherwise well educated and in
telligent persons, mingling freely in the world, and aware of
what is going on around them, should be ignorant of the com
mon principles of law which concern them in their daily acts
and familiar interests.
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Even if no provision were made with a view to the educa
tion of professional lawyers, a Law Department could not be
regarded as foreign to the plan of a University.

regarded as foreign to the plan of a University.

In a later part of his address, Campbell discussed his conception of

the Law Department's function in training prospective lawyers, not-

ing that the "true study" of the law commenced when a lawyer began

to examine real and not imaginary cases. It was the duty of a law

school to lay a "sure foundation" in order that the young lawyer

might make a "right commencement" in his life's work, to the end

that not only would such a young man enjoy a- successful career but

that the administration of justice would thereby be facilitated. He

pointed out the dangers which society faced from untrained lawyers

and went on to explain how the law's complexities could be dealt with

best by trained minds.

It is one of the advantages which we have derived from our

mother country, that a very large portion of our law is found,
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not in statute books, but recorded in the decisions of early

courts, which express, not the opinions of those tribunals

upon what should be law, but their recognition of the estab-

lished customs of the realm . . . . Here, as in England,

many customs have required changing, and many exigencies

have arisen, and will arise, requiring statutory intervention;

but the main body of our legal principles must always be traced
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to . . . the Common Law of England . . . .

It must be plain to all judgments, that the task of studying

out this system of jurisprudence, and harmonizing with it

our numerous statutes, can not safely be entrusted to ignorance

or inexperience. To an untrained mind, the great body of

common law maxims and statutory enactments presents an

appearance confused, if not chaotic. When asked to deter-

mine the rights of a given case, by reference to this vast

treasury of law, the first idea is to hunt for analogies; and

when a precedent is found that resembles it in one or more

features, a conclusion is jumped at, and the selected rule ap-

plied. In many cases it is about as correct as it would be to

class together lambs and wolves, because both are quadrupeds.

The analogies with which true science deals are real, and not
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delusive; and rest, not in external resemblances, but in sub
stantial identity. The governing rules are not learned from a
partial and careless survey, but from a minute comparison o f
the whole. Any system o f law which does not approve itself
by its applicability to all the ordinary concerns o f life, is de
fective. But i f precedents were not based upon general princi
ples, there could be no such thing as a legal system. The Law
exists in as complete a form as human foresight could make it,
and is as dependent on general principles as any human science.
Like all other sciences, it is capable o f enlargement and exten
sion, but, like them, its growth should be by harmonious in
crease, and not by added excrescences. And no one can assume
to have attained any progress in the knowledge o f this science,
until he has learned to recognize its living and eternal princi
ples, and learned also to apply them to the exigencies of human
life.
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At the June meeting of 1859, the Regents had provided rules for

graduation from the Law Department, applicable only to the first

class.2 On March 23, I86o, the Law Faculty recommended twenty-

four men to the Regents as "qualified to graduate with credit to the
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Law School," ' and on March 28, 186o the first graduation exercises
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livered an address which so impressed the students that they requested

its publication. Christiancy devoted most of his attention to the im-

graduation from the Law Department, applicable only to the first
dass. 2 On March 23, 1860, the Law Faculty recommended twenty

portance of legal ethics in the practice of law, but he noted with some

emphasis "the great advantages of an orderly and systematic course

of instruction, such as you have just received here" as compared to

"the difficulties and embarrassments attending the acquisition of sys-

tematic legal knowledge . . . in the office of some practical lawyer." *

For many years the Law Department was in direct competition with
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the lawyer's office-apprentice system of training. The University Cata-

logue in i860, containing the first official announcement of the newly-

organized department, stated with some detail the superior training in

its publication.
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law offered there, as well as the objectives of such training.

. . . [T]he student who begins his studies in the depart-

ment will perhaps be quite as much, if not more, benefited, in

emphasis "the great advantages o f an orderly and systematic course
of instruction, such as you have just received here" as compared to

the assistance he will receive in giving the proper direction to

his reading and investigations at the beginning. Hundreds of

the profession throughout the country have felt, through the

"the difficulties and embarrassments attending the acquisition o f sys
tematic legal knowledge...in the office of some practical lawyer."'

whole of their professional career, the want of proper train-

For many years the Law Department was in direct competition with

2 Regents' Proceedings, 1837-1864, p. 855.

8 Id., p. 902.

4 For the text of Christiancy's address, see Part II, II: 2.
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ing and direction at the outset, as a loss for which nothing
could afterwards fully compensate them. The active practi
tioner, engrossed with the cares of business, cannot-or, at
least, as proved by experience, does not-give to the students
who place themselves in his charge, that attention and assist
ance essential to give a correct direction to their reading, and
to learn them to apply it usefully and aptly in their subse
quent professional life. The reading of a student in a law
office is practically the study of the law by himself, and with
out assistance; and he neither acquires that familiarity with
books and that facility of reference which it will be the aim
of this department to assist in acquiring, nor does he learn
anything of the practical application of legal principles, be
yond what he may pick up from observation of the practice of
his preceptor. The effort here will be to make, not theoretical
merely, but practical lawyers; not to teach principles merely,
but how to apply them . . . . 5
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A good many decades, however, would pass before law schools were

the accepted, if not the only, means of preparation for legal practice.

As late as the 1905-1906 Announcement, prefatory statements were

included from "The Late Chief Justice Waite," "Report of the Com-

mittee on Legal Education to the American Bar Association, August 21,
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1879," "Professor Bryce, in 'The American Commonwealth,' " and

"Mr. Heron, of Dublin," which emphasized the benefits of preparing

the accepted, if not the only,. means of preparation for legal practice.

for practice in a law school.

The "members of the Law Department" in 1864 were informed by

Thomas M. Cooley of the purpose for which the department was
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The Law Department earned at an early date a reputation for be-

ing a practical law school. As late as 1911-1912 the Announcement

specifically noticed this.

The Faculty have from the first believed that the principal

function of the Department of Law was to train men for the

Thomas M. Cooley of the purpose for which the department was
founded. According to notes taken by W. 0. Balch, on October 3, 1864,
Cooley stated:

practice of law . . . . The Faculty believe, however, that

... this Law School was founded for the purpose of in
culcating a thorough knowledge of the principles of the Law,
as well as to give forth a plan for the practice of these prin
ciples, when the student should go forth to mingle in the
active duties of life
,6

5 Catalogue, State University of Michigan, I86o, p. 63.

6 W. O. Balch, M.S. notebook, 1864-1865, p. r, on deposit in the Michigan Historical

Collections, The University of Michigan.
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students are best trained for the practice of law by studying
it not as mere dogma and collections of precedents, but with
a broader view of its origin, development and function.
\Vhile, therefore, particular attention is given to practice,
procedure, and the other so-called practical features of the
law, strong emphasis is also laid upon the importance of a
scholarly grasp of the law as a science . . . .1
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On October

jurisprudence than can be secured in two years' study is generally

appreciated. In recognition of this fact a Post-Graduate Course has

been provided." 8

The prime purpose of this degree was to provide opportunities for

a more extended study of law than was possible in the undergradu-
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ate program. The same courses were offered to graduate and senior

undergraduate students and were almost exclusively "strictly pro-

fessional work."
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The small number of candidates for the master's degree between
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the date of its institution and the early 1920's caused Dean Henry

Bates and the Law Faculty to conclude that relatively few students

who studied law as vocational preparation were interested in a fourth

year of professional training. In his report to the President for 1923-

1924, Dean Bates stated:

. . . The character of the work . . . seems to us still es-

sentially sound, but the need for supplementing the instruction

a more extended study of law than was possible in the undergradu
ate program. The same courses were offered to graduate and senior
undergraduate students and were almost exclusively "strictly pro
fessional work."

in fields already touched and of developing our advanced work

The small number bf candidates for the master's degree between

into some fields not heretofore included in the fourth year

work, has become apparent . . . . We are keeping in mind

the date of its institution and the early l92o's caused Dean Henry

that the graduate work should be so organized and have such

content as to be of use to students contemplating the teaching

of law and legal scholarship as a career, and also to those who

may wish to devote their attention, either in official life or as

specialists in active practice, to the highly important and

rapidly changing subjects indicated by such titles as Public

7University of Michigan, Department of Law, Annual Announcement, 1911-1912,
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Utilities Law, Conflict of Laws, Administrative Law, Inter
national Law, and some of the most rapidly growing depart
ments of Constitutional Law.9
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The new program for advanced de

grees and its underlying rationale were described by Bates in his

for the student who wishes to continue, or who perhaps after

a period of practice desires to resume, his study of law,

1924-1925 report to the President:

chiefly for the purpose of covering subjects which he was not

. . . Its central feature is the provision made for two types
of advanced work. The first of these is designed primarily
for the student who wishes to continue, or who perhaps after
a period of practice desires to resume, his study of law,
chiefly for the purpose of covering subjects which he was not
able to study during his undergraduate law course, or for
specializing in certain subjects. This course would interest
chiefly those intending to practice law, or perhaps those who
wish to enter public life as law officers of one kind or an
other. This course of study leads to the degree of Master of
Laws (LL.M.).
The second scheme is designed primarily for law graduates
who desire to do independent and original work, to add to
their equipment in legal scholarship, and should be especially
valuable to those contemplating teaching as a career. This
course leads to the degree of Doctor of Juridical Science
( S.J .D.). Students working for this degree are expected to
do intensive and original work in a special field of law, chosen
with the approval of the Faculty. Little attention will be given
to "courses" or "hours of credit," but independent and pro
ductive work will be encouraged. During the first year the
student is expected to decide upon the subject of dissertation,
which dissertation, however, shall not be presented for ap
proval until the end of the second year. This second year of
work upon the thesis need not be spent in residence at this
School. We believe that this plan will be of the utmost bene
fit to legal scholarship in developing a few men capable of a
high order of critical and creative work.11
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high order of critical and creative work."1

During the latter part of the nineteen twenties, a substantial num-

ber of the Law Faculty were in favor of having certain of their

0 President's Report, 1923-1924, p. 205.

10 Regents' Proceedings, 1923-1926, p. 543.

11 President's Report, 1924-1925, p. 120.
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I wish to reiterate the opinion expressed in my report for
1929- 1939-that no hard and fast lines should be drawn, for
the present, at least, between those teaching in ·the so-called
undergraduate, or professional school, and those dealing only
with graduate students. Best results, in my judgment, will be
obtained from a faculty all of whom are devoting themselves
systematically and energetically to research work .... More
over� the needs of graduate students will vary from year to
year, and graduate instruction should be conducted by those
members of the staff whose subjects are chosen by the stu
dents in each year. Arguments for the constitution of separate
and distinct faculties for undergraduate and graduate work,
in the colleges of arts, are not applicable to a law school which,
like this, is upon a graduate basis. To set up such distinct
law faculties would inevitably create discontent in the teach
ing personnel, and would cause administrative and financial
difficulties with no compensating gain whatever, except per
haps the gratification of a few individuals who would like to
be relieved of the exacting work of undergraduate profes
sional instruction.12
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The thrust of the graduate program, established in 1925, remained

largely unaltered for the next three and a half decades. By 1958-1959,

graduate instruction in the Law School had become an accepted and

integral part of the over-all educational program."'

The graduate program originally had developed out of the under-

graduate program, and only over a period of time did the Law Faculty

realize that the objectives of graduate instruction were distinct from

those of undergraduate instruction. It was easier, however, to de-

termine that there was a difference in these objectives, than to de-

The thrust of the graduate program, established in 19251 remained

termine the ultimate objectives of legal education. The post-World

War I period saw many thoughtful men convinced that existing ob-

jectives merited careful reappraisal. Successive reports by the Dean to

the President indicated the interest of the Faculty in broadening the

12 President's Report, 1930-1931, p. 108.

1s The Graduate Program of the Law School, University of Michigan (pamphlet),

P. 3. See Chapter V infra for a description of the scope of the graduate program.
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scope of legal education so that it should not be devoted primarily to

scope of legal education so that it should not be devoted primarily to

vocational ends."' In 1924-1925 Dean Bates in his annual report to

the President of the University pointed out:

. . . the revolutionary change in the methods and objec-

vocational ends.14

the President of the University pointed out:
...the revolutionary change in the methods and o11jec
tives of legal education which has been under way for, let us
say, twenty-five years, but which is now taking place at greatly
accelerated speed, because the developments of the last few
years have pointed out more clearly than we could foresee
them the fields of greatest usefulness for law schools, under
modern conditions.
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A generation ago law was taught almost everywhere only

dogmatically, and chiefly, if not exclusively, with the avowed

object only of fitting the student to practice law. Such train-

A generation ago law was taught almost everywhere only
dogmatically, and chiefly, if not exclusively, with the avowed
object only of fitting the student to practice law. Such train
ing, it would be superfluous for me to point out, ignored some
fundamental and vital purposes of a true university train
ing, i.e., the development of scholars and of scientific research
in the field of law, and the improvement of our jurisprudence
and the institutions dependent upon the legal system. Law
schools of the older day scarcely had a proper place in a uni
versity, and indeed, for the most part, were endured rather
than brought into the fraternity of scholarship . . . . 15
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The issue of whether law schools should teach law as a vocation or

as a means of social control was debated hotly throughout the 1920's
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the proper objectives of legal education:

It is perhaps superfluous to remark that the choice of meth-

ods and policies must be determined largely with relation to

the objectives of the School and of legal education in general.

But as to what these objectives are, there is no dispute. They

include: (I) the teaching of law to students, a great majority

of whom expect to become legal practitioners; (2) the devel-
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opment of graduate instruction for the purpose of training
law teachers and scholars and specialists in various kinds of
practice; and (3) the conduct of research in the law and asso
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such research. To say that it is our first duty to teach law is
merely to beg the question we are discussing, for our problem
is what are the best methods of teaching law. If we add to the
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14 Announcement, 1919-1920, pp. 9-10, which omitted for the first time the state-

ment: "The Faculty have from the first believed that the principal function of the

Department of Law was to train men for the practice of law. .. "

"5 President's Report, 1924-1925, p. 120.
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statement just suggested the fact that most of our students
are to become practicing lawyers, unquestionably some light
is thrown upon the problem. For at least it means that our
graduates must go from here equipped as well as the School
can equip them to practice law. But again the question arises
-what is the best method of training men to practice law?
Perhaps we can say that the training given must be such that
the student will have an adequate understanding of our legal
system as it is, so that he can begin the practice of law, which
is certainly not going to be changed overnight, at no great
disadvantage by reason of unfamiliarity with present con
ditions.
But this does not mean that the Law School should rest
content with merely teaching the law as it is, uncritically and
dogmatically, for such teaching would amount to little more
than mere training, as for a trade. The best preparation for
the practicing lawyer of today must be found in a liberally
conceived teaching of the legal system as it now is, accompa
nied with critical comment respecting the functioning of the
law and its defects, as shown not only by its application to
existing conditions, but also as revealed by a study of eco
nomics, sociology, and other bodies of knowledge.
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ing, and in some cases revolutionary, changes which have af-

fected almost every phase of human life, there must be

changes in the law as a scheme of social control. Necessarily,

therefore, corresponding modifications must be made in the

*

training of men and women to apply and administer

Dean Bates reiterated his views in 1932-1933 when he observed:

. . . Law should not be taught wholly from the point of

view of vocation, but rather treated as a means of social con-

trol, to be employed not with reference to the interests of the

litigants or parties in negotiation exclusively, but, very defi-

17 President's Report, 1930-1931, pp. 1o6-o17. The change in the designation of the

advanced degree of S.J.D. was recommended in a report filed by the Committee on

Graduate Work and considered at faculty meetings held on March 6 and March 13,

is used as 'Doctor of the Science of Law' instead of the present 'Doctor of Juridical
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.

1936. The committee recommended that the S.J.D. degree "should be granted as

'Scientiae Juris Doctor', to be anglicized in those instances where the translated form
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training of men and women to apply and administer
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Dean Bates reiterated his views in 1932-1933 when he observed:
. . . Law should not be taught wholly from the point of
view of vocation, but rather treated as a means of social con
trol, to be employed not with reference to the interests of the
litigants or parties in negotiation exclusively, but, very defi-

Science.' The adoption of this recommendation will thus get rid of the word 'juridical,'

which is open to the objection that it has primarily a procedural significance. The

suggestion is made after a study of the dictionary meanings of the word 'juridical' and

after consultation with Dr. Winter of the Latin Department." Faculty Minutes, 1930-

1940, p. 319. For requirements for the S.J.D. degree, see Part II, IX: 17.
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advanced degree of S.].D. was recommended in a report filed by the Committee on
Graduate \York and considered at faculty meetings held on March 6 and March 13,
1936.

The committee recommended that the S.J.D. degree "should be granted as

'Scientiae Juris Doctor', to be anglicized in those instances where the translated form
is used as 'Doctor of the Science of Law' instead of the present 'Doctor of Juridical
Science.' The adoption of this recommendation will thus get rid of the word 'juridical,'
which is open to the objection that it has primarily a procedural significance. The
suggestion is made after a study of the dictionary meanings of the word 'juridical' and
after consultation with Dr. \Vinter of the Latin Department." Faculty Minutes, 193019.io, p. 319. For requirements for the S.J.D. degree, see Part II, IX: 17.
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nitely, with a view to using it to harmonize clashing interests,
and for the welfare of society as a whole . . 18
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Dean Bates' conviction, that law should be taught as a means of
social control, was set out in the 1934-1935 Announcement:

. . . The School is placing increased emphasis upon instruc-

tion in the application of law to contemporary life, and upon

a consideration of the standards, principles, and rules of law,

as constituting the general scheme of social control. This in-

volves consideration of the light thrown upon our legal system

by economics, political theory, sociology, and other social

sciences, and by psychology, psychiatry, and biology . . ..

These views on the objectives of legal education were carried forward

by E. Blythe Stason, appointed the successor to Henry Moore Bates

in 1939. Dean Stason, moreover, was always aware of the importance

. . . The School is placing increased emphasis upon instruc
tion in the application of law to contemporary life, and upon
a consideration of the standards, principles, and rules of law,
as constituting the general scheme of social control. This in
volves consideration of the light thrown upon our legal system
by economics, political theory, sociology, and other social
111
sciences, and by psychology, psychiatry, and biology .. . .

of the fundamentals in legal education and his views were expressed in

the first announcement prepared under his supervision. The 1940-1941

Announcement stated:

These views on the objectives of legal education were carried forward
by E. Blythe Stason, appointed the successor to Henry Moore Bates

. . .Most of the classroom discussion is conducted by

means of the free discussion of legal principles, as disclosed in

reported cases, statutes, and other legal materials; but fre-

in I939· Dean Stason, moreover, was always aware of the importance
of the fundamentals in legal education and his views were expressed in

quently, when time is available, excursions are made into re-

lated nonlegal materials in order to observe the application of
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law to society. Thus our legal system is examined as a gen-

the first announcement prepared under his supervision. The 1940-1941
Announcement stated:

eral scheme of social control with a background of economics,

political theory, sociology, and other social sciences, as well

as psychology, psychiatry, and biology."2

Dean Stason's opinions were reflected further in his annual report for

1945-1946, in which he observed:

In previous reports we have commented upon certain recent

trends in the law that call for new emphases in legal education.

At the same time, we have pointed out that, although the law

is changing its patterns to keep pace with the progress of a

changing world, and although the legal profession and the

law schools must keep abreast of these changes, nevertheless

the lawyer of the future will have much the same need as the

lawyer of the past for most of the fundamentals of legal sci-

ence. The basic principles of contracts, property, torts, busi-

ness associations, and procedure continue from year to year,

with but gradual evolution to fit new conditions. Indeed, these

... Most of the classroom discussion is conducted by
means of the free discussion of legal principles, as disclosed in
reported cases, statutes, and other legal materials; but fre
quently, when time is available, excursions are made into re
lated nonlegal materials in order to observe the application of
law to society. Thus our legal system is examined as a gen
eral scheme of social control with a background of.economics,
political theory, sociology, and other social sciences, as well
as psychology, psychiatry, and biology.20
Dean Stason's opinions were reflected further in his annual report for
1945-1946, in which he observed:

Is President's Report, 1932-1933, p. 44.

19 Announcement, 1934-1935, p. 7.

o2 Announcement, 1940-1941, p. 7.

In previous reports we have commented upon certain recent
trends in the law that call for new emphases in legal education.
At the same time, we have pointed out that, although the law
is changing its patterns to keep pace with the progress of a
changing world, and although the legal profession and the
Jaw schools must keep abreast of these changes, nevertheless
the lawyer of the future will have much the same need as the
lawyer of the past for most of the fundamentals of legal sci
ence. The basic principles of contracts, property, torts, busi
ness associations, and procedure continue from year to year,
with but gradual evolution to fit new conditions. Indeed, these
18 President's Report, 1932-1933, p. 44.
1s Announcement, 1934-1935, p. 7.
20 Announcement, 1940-1941, p. 7.
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and others of the fundamentals of legal science prevail with
remarkable constancy and stability from decade to decade and
century to century. It is indeed fortunate that there is an ele
ment of stability in the legal structure of a society approaching
chaos in some of its aspects. We believe that it is one of the
important functions of the Law School to inculcate in future
lawyers and statesmen a careful, thorough knowledge of, and
respect for, these stable fundamentals of the law. Heavy
emphasis has long been placed upon these elements of legal
science at the University of Michigan Law School, and there
is no doubt but that the thorough training its graduates have
received in this regard is one of the reasons for the remark
able success they have enjoyed on the bench and at the bar.
21
It is proposed to continue in this pathway.
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It is proposed to continue in this pathway.21

In 1951-1952, commenting on the Law Students' Handbook, which

had been prepared for initial distribution in the fall of 1952, Dean

Stason noted:

. . . This Handbook attempts to set forth definitely the phi-

losophy of legal education at Michigan, and it is sufficiently

noteworthy to warrant a reasonably complete description.

First, the booklet sets forth a careful statement of the general

In 195 1- 1952, commenting on the Law Students' Handbook, which
had been prepared for initial distribution in the fall of 1952, Dean
Stason noted :

objectives of legal education with which the student should

. . . This Handbook attempts to set forth definitely the phi
losophy of legal education at Michigan, and it is sufficiently
noteworthy to warrant a reasonably complete description.
First, the booklet sets forth a careful statement of the general
objectives of legal education with which the student should
become familiar. It is made clear that much more is expected
than the mere acquisition of a working familiarity with the
basic rules of law, as important as that is to the prospective
lawyer. The student must obtain an understanding of the
breadth of the purpose and the scope of the law as a means of
social control, and particularly he must master the fundamen
tal processes of the common law method-that is, he must
acquire facility in the processes of analysis and of inductive,
deductive, and analogical reasoning so characteristic of the
profession. Moreover, he must make a long start on the
mastery o f the more important legal skills, such as interpretive
skill, skill in research, verbal skill, and skill in draftsmansh.1p ... . 22
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Legal Education at Michigan, a pamphlet distributed to law students

in 1958-1959, set out the objectives of the Michigan Law School. The

accumulated experience and opinions of a hundred years are reflected

there: Campbell's century-old view on the importance to society as a

whole of well-trained lawyers and the advantage "any intelligent

mind" would derive from the study of law, Cooley's statements that the

lawyer required a knowledge of fundamental principles, Bates' con-

21 President's Report, 1945-1946, pp. 101-102.

22 President's Report, 1951-1952, p. o06.

Legal Education at Michigan., a pamphlet distributed to law students
in 1958-1959, set out the objectives of the Michigan Law School. ·The
accumulated experience and opinions of a hundred years are reflected
there: Campbell's century-old view on the importance to society as a
whole of well-trained lawyers and the advantage "any intelligent
mind" would derive from the study of law, Cooley's statements that the
lawyer required a knowledge of fundamental principles, Bates' con21
22

President's Report, 1945-1946, pp. 101-102.
President's Report, 1951-1952, p. 106.
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viction that "law [should be] treated as a means of social control,"

Stason's considered emphasis on "a careful, thorough knowledge of,

and respect for, these stable fundamentals of the law":

viction that "law [should be] treated as a means of social control,"
Stason's considered emphasis on "a careful, thorough knowledge of,
and respect for, these stable fundamentals of the law":

The University of Michigan Law School, founded in 1859,

The University of Michigan Law School, founded in 1859,
ranks among the distinguished law schools of the country in
preparing young men and women for successful careers in all
phases of an exciting, dynamic, and challenging profession.
This includes not only the private practice of law, but also
careers in public service and private industry. Legal educa
tion at Michigan likewise provides a solid foundation for
participation in the responsibilities of citizenship.
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Without undue specialization, the Michigan Law School has

shaped its program to give its students a sound and thorough

education in the fundamentals of the law, so that its graduates
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\Vithout undue specialization, the Michigan Law School has
shaped its program to give its students a sound and thorough
education in the fundamentals of the law, so that its graduates
may perform with credit and success in' any of these fields of
.
service ....
Sound education for the legal profession must equip the
student with thorough knowledge of the fundamental legal
principles, and in addition must give him an understanding of
the role of law in modern society. This is particularly im
portant since the law is ever-changing to meet the changing
needs of men and their affairs . . .
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Although the primary function of the Law School is to
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prepare its students for the practice of law, it is also deemed

important to provide for the education of law teachers,

scholars and writers ... .23

This approach to the ends of legal education, the realization that the

prime objective of the Law School was to train men and women "to en-

gage in some very intricate intellectual processes," to prepare them for

.

the practice of law in a complex and fluid society, was a salient char-

*

acteristic of the Michigan Law School in I958-I959.24
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Although the primary function of the Law School is to
prepare its students for the practice of law, it is also deemed
important to provide for the education of law teachers,
scholars and writers . . . . 23

23 Legal Education at Michigan (pamphlet, University of Michigan Official Publi-

cation, Vol. 57, No. 40, Sept. 30, 1955), pp. 2-6.

24 For an evaluation of the Law School, made in April 1959 for the American Bar

Association, Section on Legal Education, see Part II, II: 4.

This approach to the ends of legal education, the realization that the
prime objective of the Law School was to train men and women "to en
gage in some very intricate intellectual processes," to prepare them for
the practice of law in a complex and fluid society, was a salient char
acteristic of the Michigan Law School in 1958-1959.2•
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Legal Education at Michigan (pamphlet, University of Michigan Official Publi

cation, Vol. 57, No. 40, Sept. 30, 1955), pp. 2-6.
24 For an evaluation of the Law School, made in April 1959 for the American Bar
Association, Section on Legal Education, see Part II, II : 4.

